


1 “My Single Favorite Stock for 2011” 
7 Zacks Experts Each Share Their Most Compelling Pick

We asked our experts and editors to lay it on the line and serve up their single 
best pick for the new year.  What stock did they each believe would do well 
throughout 2011 and would significantly outpace the market?

The results are contained in this report.

Their favorites run the gamut of industries. Communications. Software. Com-
ponents. Manufacturing. Transportation. Banking.  Some names you’ll recog-
nize; others you won’t. But rest assured all have solid fundamentals, strong 
growth prospects, and good valuations.  And coming from Zacks experts, these 
stocks also share positive earnings estimate track-records.

As such, these are stocks you can buy and hold. They were selected for long-
term performance, not just a quick price pop and fast trade. You can invest 
with confidence, not fretting over each day’s chart movement.

So enjoy and read on to discover the Single Favorite Stock for 2011 from 
seven of Zacks leading experts.
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How do I love thee CMI? Let me count the ways…

Top Down View:1.)  When the Great Recession got its grips on the world 
economy, the purchases of large durable goods came to a screeching 
halt. Certainly all the large transportation devices that use Cummins en-
gines fit that mold. Given how demand was so low for so long, we now 
have a reflexive snap back in demand that shows no signs of slowing. 

Developing Market Exposure:2.)  Their growth story is very much about 
developing nations. Countries like China, India, Brazil are expanding their 
economies at a rapid pace. As they expand, they have to move more 
goods around the country. Their demand for these transportation devices 
is beyond voracious right now and CMI is right in the sweet spot. 

Industrials the Place to Be:3.)  The consumer may not be in the best shape. 
However, industrials and manufacturing are clearly experiencing the most 
strength. So it makes sense to have ample exposure to the healthiest 
groups in your portfolio. Specifically the engines makers are seeing ro-
bust gains, making it the #4 rated group according to the Zacks Industry 
Rank out of 267.

Earnings Momentum: 4.) Cummins has produced a stellar string of earnings 
surprises averaging +73% over the past four quarters. The most recent 

Cummins Inc. (CMI)
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quarter saw a 40% surprise that pushed up 2011 EPS estimates to $6.45 
from $5.40 before the report. The tremendous rise in estimates helped 
push CMI to a Zacks #1 Rank Strong Buy designation.

Valuation:5.)  As for valuation, the average broker firm covering CMI sees 
the target price at $91. Given their historical valuations, that seems about 
right given current estimates. Yet since they keep blowing away #s each 
earnings season, that could prove to be very conservative. That is why 
some analysts have targets as high as $120. Goldman Sachs is among 
the biggest fans of CMI as they added them to their coveted Conviction 
Buy List in mid-September with a target price of $104. Add it all up and I 
would call this a GARP (Growth At a Reasonable Price) story with plenty 
of upside if they keep banging out those blockbuster earnings surprises. 

Dividend: 6.) With a growth story like this, an investor shouldn’t need any 
more incentive to get on board. However, CMI also pays out a 1.3% divi-
dend yield. Hey, that’s better than your savings account.

 
Add it all up and there is a lot to love about Cummins Inc. 

Cummins Inc. (CMI) continued.. .
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Broadcom Corp. is in the semiconductor/communications industry and they 
are a leading developer of highly-integrated solutions for the transmission of 
digital data (voice, video, data, etc.) to home and business. Essentially, they 
enable broadband and other existing communications structures to deliver 
high-speed data over wired and wireless systems. 

BRCM is a top Zacks Ranked Industry and is an important player in this group. 
In fact, they make chips and screen controllers for Apple’s iPad and iPhone. In 
addition to Apple, their corporate customer base reads like a who’s who of Sili-
con Valley, which includes Alcatel, Cisco, Dell, Echostar, HP, LG, Motorola, 
Netgear, Nintendo, Nokia, Pace, Samsung, Thomson CE and others. 

Broadcom’s product line is even more impressive and their business focuses 
on many key markets. Their three core businesses are Mobile and Wireless 
Networking, Broadband Communications, and Enterprise Networking, with a 
nice distribution of revenue across each segment.  

One particularly exciting area getting a lot of attention lately is TV set-top box-
es for the new digital, on-demand TV experience. (This fits into the Broadband 
Communications segment.) As companies race to see who’ll control the tele-
vision set, news that Echostar has chosen Broadcom’s technology to power 
their set-top box has given them an early win.
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As demand for all of the above technologies grow and as the innovation of 
must-have products increases, Broadcom is uniquely positioned to benefit 
from these dynamics by having the right products for the right markets at the 
right time. 

In addition, Broadcom is experiencing strong growth is Asia as well. With some 
of the best growth rates being seen in those countries, competitive advantages 
overseas cannot be overstated. 

And their growth projections reflect this as their 12 month forward growth rate 
is projected at over 43.5%. Even better, their valuations are intact with an F1 
P/E ratio of only 16.51 and an attractive PEG ratio of only 0.74.

With a BRCM posting 11 double-digit EPS surprises in a row, clearly they’re 
doing something right. And I’m betting this trend of excellence will continue. 
My 12-month price target for BRCM is $45.

Broadcom (BRCM) continued.. .
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Looking for a play on Latin America’s growth? Banco de Chile (BCH) is posi-
tioned to capitalize on one of the fastest growing economies in 2011.

Chile has seen a strong recovery coming out of the recession. The Central 
Bank recently raised its 2010 GDP forecast to between 5% and 5.5% from the 
previous outlook of 4% to 5%. GDP came in at 6.5% in the second quarter of 
2010.

Chile’s strong growth is due to rebuilding from its massive earthquake earlier 
in the year and also from high copper prices. Chile is the largest copper pro-
ducer in the world. As long as copper prices remain elevated (and right now 
there are no indications that the Chinese are going to pull back on their pur-
chases), the outlook for Chile’s economy for 2011 is good.

Banco de Chile is one of that country’s largest banks with about a quarter of 
the market share. Founded in 1893, several big mergers in the last decade 
have pushed the bank to its current size of more than 398 branches and 1500 
ATMs. It operates on both a retail and wholesale market, which includes inter-
national banking as well as banking for large companies.

Banco de Chile also has 8 non-banking subsidiaries in Securities Brokerage, 
Investment and Mutual Funds, Collections and Insurance.
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Improving Conditions

Banco de Chile has seen steadily improving business conditions in 2010. In 
the second quarter, it posted a ROAE of 30%; it’s highest in the last 5 quarters 
and well above the year-ago level of 21.2%.

Operating revenue is moving higher due to a rise in interest revenue as the 
loan portfolio grows. Loan losses, which had been a bane to the big banks 
during the financial crisis, continue to decline as consumer confidence and the 
employment outlook improves in Chile.

Banco de Chile, however, is staying cautious about the forward loan losses. 
The bank said there are still possibilities of isolated credit risks throughout 
2010, mainly from some of its corporate customers. Given the scope of the 
financial crisis, it’s likely some credit risks will remain through 2011.

Continuing Growth Expected in 2011

Earnings are expected to grow about 50% in 2010, which isn’t surprising com-
ing off of 2009. Banco de Chile was always profitable during the dark times 
of the financial crisis, making $3.70 per share in 2009 when many of its peers 
around the globe were posting losses.

It will get harder to match 2010’s growth rate going forward, but analysts still 
expect another 8% jump in earnings in 2011.

Dividend is an Added Bonus

To top it all off, Banco de Chile also pays an attractive dividend to sharehold-
ers, currently yielding 2.9%. This is much higher than its industry, which is 
currently averaging just 2.3%.

While no dividend is ever safe, Banco de Chile did not discontinue its dividend 
during the financial crisis as many of its competitors around the globe did. 

Banco de Chile (BCH) continued.. .
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Oracle (ORCL)
Oracle, the largest enterprise software company in the world, recently moved 
into the hardware systems business with the acquisition of Sun Microsystems 
in January. The company is well-positioned to gain from the growing informa-
tion technology sector, not only in America but around the globe as a signifi-
cant portion of revenues come from overseas.

Oracle has seen strong growth in its high margin software business, and this 
trend is expected to continue into 2011. In its most recent quarter, revenues 
from new software licenses increased 25% year over year.  Its hardware sys-
tems business contributed $1.76 billion in revenues during the quarter, or 23% 
of total sales.  Its operating margin was an impressive 25.6%.  Earnings per 
share of 39 cents beat the Zacks Consensus Estimate of 35 cents by 11%. 
Oracle also has a “Services Business” division that consists of consulting, 
among other items. The segment accounted for 14% of total revenue in the 
last quarter.

The company is upbeat about 2011.  Management expects revenue growth 
around 45% for the second quarter.  Although he didn’t provide a timeline, CEO 
Larry Ellison thinks the company can double its hardware business.  Oracle 
also stated that it is actively seeking acquisitions to grow its business.  With 
nearly $24 billion in cash and short-term investments on its balance sheet, 
funding these acquisitions shouldn’t be a problem.
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Oracle has been an excellent allocator of capital in the past, with a five-year 
average return on capital of 16.4%. The company produced around $8.5 bil-
lion in free cash flow during fiscal year 2010, nearly double the amount in 
2006.  In the first quarter of 2011, Oracle spent approximately $250 million on 
share repurchases.  It also has a dividend yield of 0.7%.

Following strong first quarter 2011 results, analysts have revised their earn-
ings estimates higher.  The Zacks Consensus Estimate for 2011 is $1.90, 
representing a 20% increase year over year.  The current estimate for 2012 is 
$2.11, representing 11% annual growth.

Oracle trades at just 14.4x 2011 estimates, which is well below most of its 
peers.  Its PEG ratio is around 1.0.  

Oracle (ORCL) continued.. .
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When was the last time you walked into your bank and spoke face to face with 
a teller? If it has been a while, you are not alone. Face-to-face transactions 
are becoming less and less common as consumers opt for the convenience 
of self-service options, such as those offered by Cardtronics. These types of 
transactions are also cheaper for institutions, making it a win-win scenario and 
a great opportunity for growth. 

Cardtronics is the world’s largest non-bank owner/operator of ATMs. The com-
pany operates over 30,000 ATMs in the U.S., Puerto Rico, the U.K. and Mex-
ico. Additionally, the company works with merchants like 7-Eleven, Costco, 
CVS and other major retailers and gas stations. Cardtronics also offers self-
service financial kiosks that allow customers to cash checks, pay bills and 
transfer money, as well as other financial transactions. 

Businesses that own ATMs may also tap Cardtronics for their ATM manage-
ment services. The company offers installation, maintenance, cash manage-
ment and other related services. The most recent contract was signed with the 
Kroger Co., which has over 3,000 locations. 

Cardtronics is coming off yet another earnings surprise, which sent the full-
year Zacks Consensus Estimate higher. The company earned 26 cents, top-
ping expectations by 7 cents. It has a very solid earnings history, beating Wall 

Cardtronics Inc. (CATM)
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Street expectations in 5 of the past 6 quarters. 

This year’s projections are up a dime on average to 84 cents, which is 53% 
ahead of last year. Next year’s forecasts are calling for $1.07, up 15 cents for 
another 27% growth. 

Cardtronics also refinanced $200 million worth of its senior notes in August, 
reducing the interest 100 bps to 8.25%. Also, the new loans expire in 2017 
rather than 2013, like those retired. 

While the newest branding agreement with Scotiabank for 200 ATMs is hardly 
going to make waves, it does reinforce the company’s outlook about winning 
new business in this segment. In the latest quarterly press release, the CEO 
said he is optimistic about this industry and the management service that the 
company provides, which should drive growth for the next few years.

In addition, all the questions surrounding financial reform have been asked 
and answered, and should pose no risks to Cardtronics or its current business 
strategy.

Cardtronics Inc. (CATM) continued.. .
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Expeditors International is a global freight forwarding and logistics manage-
ment operator with a roughly $9 billion market cap and estimated 2010 rev-
enue of about $6 billion. Air and Ocean freight account for roughly 38% and 
22% of the company’s net revenue, respectively, while customs brokerage 
services account for roughly 40% of revenue. 

Expeditors International is a play on the continuing recovery in global trade, 
which was hit hard by the Great Recession. Of particular significance is the 
growth outlook for the Asia-Pacific region, particularly China, where roughly 
one-third of the company’s revenue comes from. 

The best time to own freight/logistics management names is at this stage in 
the economic cycle, given their mid-to-late cycle leverage. And Expeditors In-
ternational is a clear leader in this space. 

Expeditors International has a no-nonsense management team that has his-
torically shunned the M&A route, focusing instead on organic growth. They 
have established a reputation and track record for customer-centric opera-
tions, which is a competitive advantage for them in this relationship-oriented 
business. The company’s offering of a cost effective solution to customers’ 
complex supply-chain issues is helping them gain market share. Other organic 

Expeditors International 
of Washington (EXPD)
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growth opportunities exist in expanding its intra-China presence and expand-
ing its Asia-to-Europe freight opportunity. 

The inherent operating leverage of Expeditors International’s asset-light busi-
ness model positions it for significant margin gains in the coming quarters. 
In essence what this means is that incremental top-line gains due to cyclical 
growth and market-share gains will have an outsized bottom-line impact. We 
are seeing some early evidence of that in recent positive estimate revisions. 
Earnings are expected to be up about 33% this year and a further 15% next 
year. 

The company generates plenty of operating cash flows and is effectively debt 
free. It pays a stable dividend, currently yielding about 1%. And despite its 
many positive attributes, valuation is not unreasonable. I am looking for a 15% 
upside over the next 12 months in this quality name. 

Expeditors International of Washington (EXPD) continued.. .
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Anyone interested in a secular growth trend that is changing the way consum-
ers shop? If so, it’s time to check out VeriFone Systems, Inc., a global leader 
in electronic financial transactions that specializes in developing hardware 
and software for processing debit and credit card transactions.

VeriFone’s share price has already seen big gains over the last few years, but 
there are a number of reasons why the company looks well positioned to con-
tinue its ascent into 2011.

The first is the secular growth trend in electronic financial transactions, which 
has more consumers across the world using debit and credit cards instead of 
going to the bank or ATM to get cash. That trend pushed the number of debt/
credit transactions in the US alone to 27 billion in the first half of the year, and 
those numbers are expected to increase with the continued proliferation of 
financial equipment in cabs, gas stations and other merchant fronts.

The company also has a solid mix of domestic and international business, with 
59% of its 2009 revenue coming from outside the US and Canada. Although 
the company has seen strong growth from these developed markets, its ex-
posure to emerging markets like Brazil and Asia Pacific will be the engine of 
its future growth as those countries acquire middle class amenities and more 
sophisticated banking services.

VeriFone Systems, Inc. (PAY)
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The recent financial regulation bill also stands to benefit VeriFone, as mer-
chants who supply equipment for electronic financial transactions will be re-
quired to update their security specifications through hardware and software 
upgrades.

But VeriFone’s participation in a growth market isn’t the only factor driving its 
long-term success; it also has a strong financial profile to help it adjust to dy-
namic market conditions.

The company already maintains a strong balance sheet, and management 
plans on having more cash ($400 million) than total debt ($474 million) by 
2013. 

Its net profit margin of 5.63% is well ahead of the industry average, as is its 
ROE at 93% compared to the industry average of 6.5%. 

That strong financial profile has led analysts to project a 5-year growth rate of 
20%, easily trumping the industry average of 15.5%.

With a 2011 full-year estimate of $1.38, shares of PAY are trading with a PEG 
ratio of less than 1, a very reasonable valuation for a company showing im-
pressive growth in a growth industry.

VeriFone Systems, Inc. (PAY) continued.. .
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Zacks.com is the one place dedicated to helping individual investors profit 
from the pros with resources like:

Zacks.com
This is our free web site that offers the following powerful features.

Zacks Profit from the Pros. h  Delivered five times a week – every trading 
day – this email provides the easiest way for you to get a wealth of indepen-
dent research and stock ideas. Plus, you’ll receive our Weekend Wisdom 
issue each Saturday. You’ll also receive expert commentary, top stock picks, 
winning stock screens, and more. If you received this special report, then 
you are already set up as a Profit from the Pros subscriber. Now stay tuned 
to your inbox to receive these critical updates. See the current issue. 

Portfolio Tracker.  h Manage your portfolio on Zacks.com, and we’ll send you 
daily alerts of any changes affecting your stocks. Sign up. 

Screening.  h Access more stock screening capabilities with our pre-defined 
screens and custom screener. Learn more... 

Analyst Blogs. h  Get the latest news and analysis on key stocks, industries, 
and the markets with our Analyst Blogs. See the latest blog. 

Industry. h  See what industries are hot or not. Keep your eye out to know 
industry developments and how they affect your stocks. Read our Industry 
Rank articles.

Zacks Premium
Our premier subscription service that provides Zacks proprietary research. It’s 
the same research that leading Wall Street brokerage firms pay millions of dol-
lars for each year – but at a low price just for individual investors.

Zacks Rank.  h This is the cornerstone and foundation of all of Zacks inde-
pendent research. With an uncanny ability to predict stocks likely to beat 
the market within 90 days, the Zacks #1 ranked stocks (Strong Buys) 
boast a 27% average annual return since 1988. Conversely, the Zacks #5 
ranked stocks (Strong Sells) have been outpaced by the S&P 500 by 90% 
in that same time. Learn more...

http://www.zacks.com/pfp/archives.php
http://www.zacks.com/portfolios/myport/index.php
http://www.zacks.com/research/screening/index.php
http://www.zacks.com/blog/post_info.html?g=6
http://www.zacks.com/newsroom/commentary/archive.php?id=21
http://www.zacks.com/newsroom/commentary/archive.php?id=21
http://www.zacks.com/education/zacks_rank_education
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Zacks Equity Research and Recommendations. h  Gain proven long-term 
recommendations and in-depth research with proven cumulative return of 
475% since 2003, handily beating the market. Learn more... 

Custom Screening and Email Alerts with the Zacks Rank. h  Use your favor-
ite screens but add the power of the Zacks Rank. Learn immediately when 
the Zacks Rank of your portfolio’s stocks changes so you can take quick 
action. It’s only available and all included in Zacks Premium. Learn more...

Research Wizard
Research Wizard is a powerful screening and backtesting tool for investors 
of all skill levels. Built in screens with proven market-beating results make it 
easy to get started. Plus, experienced screeners will be amazed by the depth 
of information and tools at their disposal. Learn more...

Chart Patterns Trader
Stock screening and chart patterns expert, Kevin Matras, combs through the 
best Zacks stock-picking strategies to find stocks with charts showing they are 
ready to skyrocket. His secret is to combine the fundamental power of Zacks 
Rank with pinpoint technical timing so you know exactly when to make your 
move. Learn precisely when to buy and sell.

Double Your Money           
Double Your Money Trader is Zacks answer to the recession. Directed by 
Zacks.com chief Steve Reitmeister, this plan uses the power of the Zacks 
Rank, combined with value investing and a dash of market timing, to generate 
profits no matter what the market has to offer. Learn more...

Momentum Trader
New momentum strategy blends Zacks Rank fundamental with technical anal-
ysis to find almost unstoppable stocks. Institutions are just beginning to pour 
money into these surging companies, and backtesting shows such stocks gain 
even when the market loses. Learn more...

Options Trader
Kevin Matras infuses options trading with the +27% yearly gain power of the 
Zacks Rank plus his own market-beating stock screens. This creates the po-
tential for steady and substantial returns using only a fraction of the money 
you would have risked on regular stock purchases. Learn more...

http://www.zacks.com/ZER/index.php
http://www.zacks.com/screening/custom
http://woas.zacks.com/zcom/researchwizard/tools2.php?adid=RW_REPORTS
http://www.zacks.com/registration/chartpatternstrader/welcome/?adid=CPT_REPORTS
http://woas.zacks.com/adv/dym/waitList.php?adid=DYM_REPORTS
https://www.zacks.com/registration/momentumtrader/welcome/?adid=MT_REPORTS
http://www.zacks.com/registration/optionstrader/welcome/?adid=OT_REPORTS
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Small Cap Trader
A research breakthrough identified the small fraction of Zacks #1 Rank stocks 
that nearly DOUBLES the performance of those Strong Buys as a whole. Only 
a few investors can be admitted to Zacks’ most exclusive service, and share 
these relatively low-volume stock picks. Learn more...

Value Trader
Zacks Value Trader was built around 8 key factors including value investor fa-
vorites like low p/e and price-to-book ratios. This successful service provides 
something that other value stock picking strategies lack – TIMELINESS.

What if you could trigger your buy just as the market begins to recognize a 
stock’s real worth? You’d hold shares of a company at the perfect time for 
its price to move upward. That’s the magic of Value Trader. Learn more...

Whisper Trader
Zacks has discovered the Stock-Picker’s Holy Grail. Whisper Trader is the long-
sought way to take the surprise out of earnings reports. Using only the most 
accurate analyst whispers, this model targets positive surprises with 77.96% 
accuracy. Tests show that over the past ten years, through two recessions, its 
signals would have averaged a yearly gain of +62.1%. Learn more...

Zacks Method for Trading           
This program empowers you to “do-it-yourself,” trading stocks more confidently 
and profitably. There are no classes, workshops, or seminars. Step-by-step, at 
home, you’ll master the full force of Zacks Rank—a system that has outgained 
the S&P 500 for 20 out of 22 years, very nearly tripling it with an average an-
nual gain of +27%. Learn more...

Zacks Top 10 Stocks 
This annual stock portfolio provides the best group of 10 stocks to invest in 
during the year. The list is announced in January each year. We start with the 
Zacks Recommendation – a market-crushing measurement for long-term suc-
cess – and use a nine-step process to hand-pick the 10 stocks you should buy 
and hold all year for effortless profits. 

The 2010 edition is now available: click here.

The return numbers presented assume no transaction costs. Details of how Zacks calculates performance for 
the Zacks Rank Portfolios and strategies is available at: http://www.zacks.com/performance.

http://www.zacks.com/registration/smallcaptrader/welcome/?adid=SCT_REPORTS
http://www.zacks.com/registration/valuetrader/welcome/?adid=VT_repts
http://www.zacks.com/registration/whispertrader/welcome/?adid=WT_repts
http://woas.zacks.com/adv/method/method_home.php?adid=ZMT_REPORTS
http://www.zacks.com/registration/top10/welcome/?adid=Top10_REPORTS
http://www.zacks.com/performance
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